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“It has been said, ‘The past is a foreign 

country’ … and so it is. Today is the future, a 

galactic webbing of extraordinary potentials. 

Of course these possibilities are yet 

undetermined, unexperienced, without real 

feeling — wonderful! you say — but you must 

make choices out there, you know, for your 

destiny’s future.

“ ‘Ah, I see.’ Now you are in a MOOD!



“Where did THAT MOOD COME FROM? What 

the …? Now that is a very GREAT QUESTION. 

SECRETS, not just any secrets, but those 

which we keep in a box away from even 

ourselves!



 “How can that be? Neurons — bundles 

of them containing self-knowledge, like 

the NSA — hidden deep in the brain’s 

recesses and contained within a box, 

neurons of consciousness, the history of 

one’s deeds of record.



“But energy or the energetic emotions 

belonging to those hissing, writhing 

serpentine neurons are outside the box. 

These emotions have NO REASON but they 

are live wires of the secrets’ experience! 

They are a hive roaming in an effort to 

reattach to their neural patterns but are 

prevented from doing so.



“Now one has a MOOD out of nowhere! It 

is the blight of optimism, joy, vitality, and 

creativity leading to days of depression, 

listlessness, fatigue, declining health, 

and worse … all because of our hidden 

secrets, the very source of these 

untamed emotions.



“The secrets which we hide even from 

ourselves are varied, shared and unshared, 

personal and at once transpersonal. They 

are our shame, our outrage, jealousy, 

hatred, envy, failures, greed, raging 

passions, our vulgarity, murderous 

thoughts, our perceived sins … these 

emotions of powerful thoughts. 



“These are well-kept secrets, the very 

source of one’s life lived in denial. In 

other words, the face and words we show 

to the world are mostly a fractured self 

made of lies. We cannot harbor the real 

fabric comprising our experiences kept 

in secrets of truth without our personality 

being a fabrication of lies … oh, dear!



“Secrets kept even from ourselves have been 

the very fuel for reincarnation … spending a 

bit of time mining our mind until we find what 

we have been afraid to find — truth!



 “It is an amusing thought: ‘KNOW YE THE 

TRUTH AND THE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE.’ 

Verily, the truth is precisely what we do not 

wish to find, hence we are always a victim 

of unexplained voices, urges, and 

emotions. Not even the word AWAKEN 

means a damn thing!



“You see, today, on the brink of a truly 

magical change into new beginnings, you 

must make a journey to that ‘foreign country.’ 

It is a retrieval mission. You must return to the 

ash heap and wade through the rubble until 

you find the ash-fogged jewels of Wisdom, 

glittering bits of understanding, generosity

of kindness, contribution, tiny red stones

of love — and, above all, forgiveness. 



“No, not just forgiveness of others but 

finger through the dust and blow away ash 

until you find FORGIVENESS OF SELF. There 

you go … self-acknowledgment of all the 

secrets, spoken aloud, allowing the hive of 

roaming emotions to reconnect to their 

natural law … blown away to reside back 

in that foreign country.



“Now we stand on the steps awaiting 

our choices made freely from that 

indomitable, galactic mind and 

beginning afresh for a truly New Year.”

— JZ Knight
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Look Within. Best teacher 
ever. Breaking through. 
Never let anyone tell you 
who you are. Know who 
you are and let the world 

have their version, its 
theirs not yours. 

To wisdom!!!

JZ saw this post on 
Facebook. 

She then shared her musings 
as she shared this post.



I wish to comment on this beautiful TRUTH submitted by 
our lovely Paulina Amador.

Recently traveling with a dear friend of mine, the 
conversation was centered around a well-tread conversation 
of repeated victim complaints, attitudes — an old story. 
Regardless of positive sentiments, pep talks, half-tendered 
disciplines, the indestructible emotional pain remains ... 
mostly. 



After a heavy sigh, I asked my friend, "DO YOU KNOW THE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ANGELS AND HUMANS?" My 
friend turned and stared at me in a nonvocal, “What?”



The difference is this: Angels do not have choice. Humans 
were given the gift of free will — choices. This is precisely 
why we are divine! All the spiritual/religious training in the 
world cannot resolve emotional pain into wisdom, as that is 
our choice to do so. If we are to evolve our experiences 
beyond pain to wisdom, then we — to whom the pain of 
experience exists — must have the knowledge of CHOICE to 
resolve it.



Unfortunately, we weakly allow our emotional pain to be 
used, us to be used by others’ motives to join movements, 
marches, complaints — that makes us think we are DOING 
SOMETHING — group pain stuff, but these efforts are only 
temporary. These movements are about the hive rather than 
personal redemption.



We have the choice of experience. We have the choice to 
move the experience into wisdom. HOW? Well, it won't be 
these words that will move you but rather the mysterious 
power of your SPIRIT. THIS will decide suffering is enough! 
Moving you beyond the past, moving toward wisdom, the 
once indestructible pain begins to pale, eventually 
disappearing. It's within YOU TO MAKE THIS CHOICE. 
THIS IS YOUR REDEMPTIVE DIVINITY.



So what about those ANGELS, after having the PEACE AND 
JOY as they do? Perhaps, just maybe, once upon a time, their 
CHOICE led them to that peace and joy thingy! What a very 
lovely thought.

– JZ Knight, April 19, 2017


